INTRODUCTION
Stochastic processes with boundary conditions in domains of Rd with smooth boundary such as random walks or diffusion processes have been studied quite extensively these last years. However, problems appearing in queuing networks theory, stochastic algorithms and some other applied fields made obvious the necessity of the study of stochastic processes with boundary reflection in non-smooth domains and with a discontinuous boundary reflection. Of particular interest here are the questions of existence and uniqueness of diffusion processes in such domains as well as those of recurrence classification of their discrete counterparts, i.e. driftless random walks.
One of first results dealing with these questions was obtained by S.R.S. Varadhan and R.J. Williams in [25] , who found necessary and sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of a Brownian motion in a wedge with a constant (on each side of the wedge) oblique reflection from the boundary. It was shown later in [ 1 ] that any reflected Brownian motion in a wedge can be obtained as a weak limit of renormalized in a standard way reflected random walks with zero-drift in the interior of the wedge (see Theorem 3 in [ 1 ] ). Moreover, in papers [2] , [4] , [5] , [17] it has been proved that properties of reflected random walks and diffusion processes such as recurrence classification or passage-times are closely related to each other though not always identical. Namely, a recent study of two-dimensional reflected random walks brought into light some 51 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DRIFTLESS RANDOM WALKS new phenomena for invariant measures having no analogues for reflected diffusions (see Remark 6 , Theorem 7 in [6] (SBRM) . For the history of the subject and references we invite the reader to consult a recent survey by R.J. Williams [27] . Loosely speaking, these processes have a semimartingale decomposition and behave like diffusions with a constant drift and covariance matrix in the interior of the domain and their bounded variation parts increase in a prescribed direction when they hit the boundary in order to confine the processes in the domain. The existence and uniqueness of such processes in different polyhedron-like domains was then established in [8] , [24] . Similarly to the two-dimensional case, for particular cases of reflection fields multidimensional SBRMs were shown to be approximations to renormalized reflected random walks (see e.g. [ 11 ] , [19] , [22] ).
However, the obtained necessary and sufficient conditions under which SBRMs exist and unique or may be represented as a weak limit of discrete processes do not cover all possible reflection fields even in the simplest domains like n-dimensional troughs. The construction of reflected diffusions in dimensions greater than 2 with a "non-semimartingale" reflection on the boundary is an open theoretical problem which solution would also be of benefit for applications. Further discussion of the problem and its current state can be found in [26] , [27] .
As a first step in the study of non-semimartingale reflected diffusions we investigate recurrence and limiting properties of three-dimensional reflected random walks which is an interesting problem in itself. It is well known that even for the simplest case of unconstrained driftless random walks in Rn the transition from n = 2 to 3 brings a different recurrent behavior. Similarly, the addition of a boundary reflection even in the planar case may transform a null recurrent process in Z2 into an ergodic (positive recurrent) or a transient one in Z+ (see [2] , [12] x Z does not affect the limiting process. However, in the other, "non-semimartingale" case, the asymptotic behavior differs from the standard one. Namely, one has the almost sure drift of the process along the edge to +00 or -oo with the speed n/3, where ,~ > 1/2. Furthermore, the direction of the drift depends heavily on the boundary conditions on the edge. It turns out that the main reason for this non-trivial behavior lies in ergodic properties of the "projected" random walk in Z~_ obtained in [6] .
We also prove that contrary to the non-critical case, in one critical subcase the random walk is recurrent. Moreover, in this situation, even though a > 1, the ~-renormalized reflected random walks still form a weakly relatively compact family. As we suspect, it can be further proved that these processes converge weakly to a continuous process which can be then called non-semimartingale diffusion process in Z~_ x Z.
We believe the principal results of the paper provide further insight to the intricacies of multidimensional reflected diffusions.
NOTATION AND MAIN RESULTS
In the sequel G is the three-dimensional domain G = R+ ( 14) . If to = 0, then the assertion is a well-known property of characteristic functions. Let now t0 ~ 0. By assumptions there is a E R such that = or, equivalently, = l. Hence, E(cos(to (X -a))) = 1. Since cos(x) 1, then with probability 1, cos(to(X -a)) = l. Consequently, with probability 1, sin(to(X -a)) = 0 and P(X E ~a + dk, k E Z~)
Then, d a~(t°) =
As for ( 15) , in both cases to = 0 and t0 ~ 0 it follows from the Taylor's formula of the second order for the function log(03C6) in E-neigbourhood of to with sufficiently small E for which in this neigbourhood of to In other words for all j E Jt2, the bound (20) holds with function bj,t -0.
In this way we define bj,t for any index j and any t E T.
Recall that T is finite. Therefore one can choose a sufficiently small E such that E ~ min~T(~) and E ~ t2/) and for any t E T in E-neigbourhood of t the inequalities (21 )- (20) The estimates (22)- (26) permit to conclude the proof of the first assertion by choosing a sufficiently small E.
2) The second assertion is proved in a similar way. By using the expression for the characteristic function of the standard normal distribution we get from (19) Proof of Remark 6. -Here we will only prove the first part of the remark. The proof of the second assertion relies upon purely analytic methods and will be given elsewhere. The following lemma will provides an estimate leading to certain bounds for sn as n -00 from (37), (38 Remark 7. -Sequences an with the properties described in the second assertion of the last lemma exist because of the subexponentiality of Li.
For instance, one can take an = n-' with 7 E (0,1).
Remark 8. -As we shall see, the proof of the upper bound for sn needs only the upper bound in (56). Observe also that for all (n, a) such that n a > j3 the function g(x) _ x/3 e -ax decreases on [n, oo) and, hence, Let us denote the last integral in the RHS of (59) by na). Notice that, as x ~ oo, Let now an be any sequence satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Hence, from (56)-(58) it follows that for all sufficiently large n, n an > /3 and Then, recalling the estimate (60) with x = nan and the properties of an, we arrive at the desired lower bound.. Remark 9. -We will need the following assertion which is a straightforward modification of the upper bound in the last lemma: If for some positive constant c and for all sufficiently small a, clog (1/a), then there exists a positive constant ci such that for all sufficiently large n, Sn ci log(n). [ 18] , page 154) imply that the last limit in (87) is less than a negative constant. This terminates the proof of (79) and the remark..
